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LITERARY FICTION

A woman is approached by a stranger who claims that they have the same 
father. This encounter, although brief, unleashes an overwhelming wave 
of emo� ons in her. Ques� ons fi ll her mind: ques� ons about marriage and 
motherhood, adop� on and family secrets – but most of all, ques� ons 
about truth. In ‘The Incident’, Julia Schoch, one of the most infl uen� al 
voices in contemporary German autofi c� on, tells of a life transformed 
from one moment to the next. She cap� va� ngly and cleverly draws the 
reader into a whirlpool of  outrageous events – events which, despite being 
fi c� onal, remain eerily familiar to us all. 

192 pages
February 2022

J U L I A  S C H O C H

D A S 
V O R K O M M N I S

Roman

Bio g raphie  e ine r  Frau

Julia Schoch
The Incident

JULIA SCHOCH born in 1974, 
works as a freelance author and 
translator of French in Potsdam. 
She received countless awards 
for both her wri� ng and her 
transla� on. Her novel ‘Mit der 
Geschwindigkeit des Sommers’ 
(‘With the Speed of the Summer’) 
was nominated for the Leipzig 
Book Fair Prize. Her ‘Schöne Seelen 
und Komplizen’ (‘Beauti ful Souls 
and Accomplices’) was recently 
published by Piper. She is set to 
receive the 2022 German Schiller 
Foundati on Award. 
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Family trees and the roots of love

• A beautiful novel narrated with distinctive lightness that reaches great literary 
depths

• Simultaneously crisp, sensitive, and profound; beautiful with a distinctive 
lightness

•  Julia Schoch is at her best, following in the footsteps of the great female GDR 
writers 

ENGLISH 
SAMPLE

TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE ����
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Mothers are not to be trusted. This is something that Andrea Roedig discovered 
early on. Her mother Lilo was a beau� ful woman, born in 1938, a Kriegskind, or 
war child. She climbed the social ladder by marrying well, but none of this could 
protect her from alcohol and prescrip� on drug addic� on. When her daughter was 
12, Lilo left , disappearing for over three years. Although she later reappeared in 
her daughter’s life, she did so only briefl y and sporadically. The rift  that had been 
formed was never really mended.

Andrea Roedig tenta� vely unpacks this complicated stranger – her mother. 
She collects photos, diaries, and notes, uses her memories and, above all, her 
unsparing imagina� on. Who was her mother? And who would Andrea herself 
have been if it weren’t for this emo� onal rift ? Andrea Roedig inves� gates gently 
but leaves no stone unturned. 

400 pages
March 2022

A N D R E A 

R O E D I G

M A N  K A N N 

M Ü T T E R N 

N I C H T 

T R A U E N

“I know her as her old self. Familiar, but with no basis” 
Andrea Roedig on her mother.
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• Open and unrelenting, Andrea Roedig explores of her childhood 

trauma

Andrea Roedig
Mothers Are Not to Be 
Trusted

ANDREA ROEDIG born in 1962 
in Düsseldorf, is an essayist and 
freelance publicist. She studied 
philosophy and was head of the 
culture sec� on of Der Freitag
from 2001 to 2006. Roedig has 
lived in Vienna since 2007 where 
she writes pieces for both radio 
and print. She is co-editor of the 
magazine Wespennest.
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LITERARY FICTION

CLAUDIA SCHUMACHER
was born in Tübingen in 1986 but 
grew up in Stu� gart. She studied 
German and American literature 
and art history in Berlin, where she 
was one of the co-founders of the 
magazine Furios. Then, while living 
in Zürich, she worked as a journalist, 
columnist, and publisher – amongst 
others at NZZ am Sonntag. She 
now lives in Hamburg. She has 
been wri� ng a weekly column for 
Weltwoche since 2016.

Claudia Schumacher
Love Is Fierce
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“Dad was so good at iden� fying our innermost weaknesses. It meant that 
all we could do was hang, mo� onless, like fl ies in his web, and tolerate 
everything he did to us. He was our dad, aft er all, our hero. It wasn’t in our 
nature to resist him.”

The Ehres are a picture-perfect family: the parents are lawyers; the children 
are the best in their class. Yet life in their small-town villa is grey. The father 
pushes the children to their limits and beats them and his wife. As Juli grows 
up, she tries to put a stop to the violence – violence which her mother 
vehemently denies is being infl icted. But how can you begin to liberate 
yourself when you can trust neither your parents nor your own memories? As 
Juli cuts off  her family, this severance grows into somewhat of a crusade. We 
follow her over three decades as she tries to reclaim her own life with all her 
might. 

320 pages
May 2022

On violence, tenderness and the power of liberation
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 SCHUMACHER

ROMAN

»Intensiv, »Intensiv, 
wach, klug!«wach, klug!«

HELGAHELGA  
SSCHUBERTCHUBERT

• On violence, gentleness, and the power of liberation: a haunting debut novel
•  Emotionally draining, this novel focuses on domestic violence and its consequences
•  A peek behind the facade of a middle-class, seemingly perfect family

ENGLISH 
SAMPLE

TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE ����
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August 1999. A scorching heat has se� led over Bodenstein, the dump of a town 
that 15-year-old Pascal calls home. It’s the holidays and he should really be 
enjoying the summer and all the joys that it brings: the lido that sells the best 
chips in the world, the water that sparkles in the sun like a promise. But ever 
since Pascal stopped swimming, summer has lost its charm. Why he stopped is a 
secret, though. As is the reason everyone has started to call him Krüger, or why 
he is not allowed, under any circumstances, to fall in love. Anyway, Pascal prefers 
to daydream and write stories in his ta� ered notebook. 

But soon a girl called Jacky crashes into Pascal’s world with her red hair, water-
blue eyes, and fearlessness. They spend one last summer's day together which 
changes everything, forever, and ends in friendship, a love story, and a death. 

240 pages
March 2022

 MAN
VERGISST
       NICHT,
            WIE
              MAN
          SCHWIMMT
      CHRISTIAN
                 HUBER
          ROMAN

A friendship, a love story, and a death – it’s the last day 
of summer in Bavaria, and a boy’s life is about to change 
forever. 

• Christian Huber’s shimmering summer read about growing up is written in 
breathtakingly beautiful prose

•  A 'Stand by Me' set in the Bavarian province
•  Huber’s comedy book ‘7 Kilo in 3 Tagen’ (‘7 Kilos in 3 Days’) was on the SPIEGEL 

Bestseller List for several weeks and was adapted for Netfl ix in 2020
• Top Ten of the SPIEGEL Bestseller List
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Christian Huber
Swimming Is Like 
Riding a Bike

CHRISTIAN HUBER born in 
Regensburg, writes online and in 
print, for television and the stage. 
He has been nominated for the 
Goldene Kamera and the German 
Comedy Prize among other 
awards.

ENGLISH 
SAMPLE

TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE ����
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Clemens Freitag, disappointed by both his personal and professional life, does 
not hesitate to go for it. He orders a new life online and soon takes over the 
house, job, friends, and hobbies of a completely diff erent man. This man lives in 
a village called Zaun in east Germany, and Freitag quickly se� les down in this new 
environment. He can barely believe his luck – things are turning out even be� er 
than he’d expected. But, as � me goes by, cracks begin to show in his newfound 
idyll, and dark secrets start to rise to the surface from the murky depths of the 
village … Buying yourself a new life is possible, yes, but the things you inherit from 
your predecessor are not always as they seem… 

With his incredibly lucid wri� ng and fi ne eye for details, Tobias Sommer deft ly 
turns a carefully-constructed idyll into a nightmare – and his hero into a grown up.

336 pages
February 2022

Roman

Tobias 
   Sommer

Tobias Sommer
A Life You Can Buy

If you were given the chance to buy an entirely new life, 
would you go for it? 
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• Tobias Sommer explores failure, adulthood and, above all, 

humanness – quirky and extraordinarily endearing 
• About small town life, secrets, and the search for identity 

TOBIAS SOMMER born in 
1978 in Northern Germany, lives 
with his wife and two daughters in 
Bad Segeberg. He works full-� me 
for a tax offi  ce. Ever since he can 
remember, though, his passion has 
been wri� ng. He has published 
both poetry and prose – for 
which he won the Hamburger 
Literaturförderpreis and was 
nominated for the 2014 Bachmann 
Prize. 
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Ben Schneider is 29 years old and has had enough of life: you get up, work, 
worry, die. He hates his job; he hates his boss. He has lost contact with his 
parents and sister, and love and friendship are nothing more than a distant 
memory. Life has nothing more to off er him. And so he may as well think of 
a cool exit strategy – and his pothead dealer Tobi seems to have thought of 
the perfect way out… He fi nds Ben a hitman and tells him to kill Ben at an 
unexpected � me, in a surprising way. Ben willingly hands over the cash, and 
states that his only condi� on is that he wants 50 more days. But what ensues in 
these 50 days will turn everything upside down... Can the hitman be stopped? 
Or is it too late? 

336 pages
May 2022

MAX OSSWALD

MAX OSSWALD
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Shitshow

• A young author with a modern sound: melancholic, darkly funny, 
quirky, memorable, and even beautiful at times
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Don't kill me on Friday

MAX OSSWALD has made a 
name in the world of stand-up and 
slam poetry. He runs a podcast, 
does over 150 performances a 
year (or, at least, he used to pre-
pandemic), designs postcards, and 
con� nues to write poetry.
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46-year-old Adolf’s fate has been just as disastrous as his parents’ taste in 
names. He lives an unglamourous life with his mother, is overweight, has one 
friend only, and drives up and down the same roads every day working as a bus 
driver. It was drummed into him very early on that he was not to expect much 
from life, and so he surrendered to his fate. But when Hanni, his childhood 
sweetheart, steps onto his bus one day, fresh air is breathed into his tedious 
life. Adolf spends � me with Hanni, they take a trip to the lido, and things are 
fi nally star� ng to look up for him. That is, un� l Hanni reveals a dark secret, 
asking Adolf for his help… 

320 pages
May 2022

VERONIKA 
BAUER

Adolf Schweiger 
bricht aus

ROMAN

DER 
BUS

FÜHRER

Veronika Bauer
The Bus Driver
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“There are people that want and there are people that 
need.”

• ‘The Bus Driver’ is a witty, charming ode to humanity: A homage to 
outsiders everywhere, to those who most certainly do not have it all

• For readers of Wilhelm Genazino and John Irving
•  Donald Duck meets Forrest Gump 

Things are looking up for 
Adolf Schweiger

VERONIKA BAUER born in 
Austria in 1978, studied graphic 
design and communica� ons and 
worked as a graphic designer 
and art director before becoming 
a freelance copywriter. 'Der 
Busführer' (‘The Bus Driver’) is her 
fi rst novel.
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• Reading Markus Orth's books is like listening to klezmer. His tone is 
musical: he alternates between major and minor key, inspiring fi rst 
laughter and then tears

• Witty, wistful, and clever: an intense novel about middle age

Markus was a very diff erent person when he left  more than twenty years ago. But he fi nds 
his childhood home unchanged when he moves back to the village where he grew up. His 
parents welcome him with their characteris� c lack of composure: his mother is overjoyed, 
talka� ve and lively, while his father seems pale and almost translucent. 

His mother’s best friend Klärchen has always lived with her old Aun� e Erna in the semi-
detached house next door. Markus used to play with Klärchen's daughter Sibille  as a child, 
they even shared a memorable fi rst kiss once. Now, though, Sibille rarely shows her face in 
the village, something her mother Klärchen complains about incessantly. Soon Klärchen and 
Markus’s mother hatch a plan. Surely, if something awful were to happen – something like, 
say, poor poor old Aun� e Erna prac� cally being at death’s doorstep – Sibille would need to 
come back? 

Soon Sibille is taking the fi rst train home to be with her mother in this fabricated diffi  cult 
� me. But when she works out the extent of their machina� ons, she is outraged. Markus, 
meanwhile, has something quite diff erent on his mind. He is astonished to feel an 
interes� ng set of new emo� ons for his childhood friend.

144 pages
June 2022

Markus Orths
Eternity Lasts 
Forever 

What does coming home mean once you’re in your forties?
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Auntie Ernas last dance

MARKUS ORTHS born 
in Viersen in 1969, studied 
philosophy, Romance languages 
and English literature in Freiburg. 
Today, he is a freelance author and 
lives with his family in Karlsruhe.

MARKUS 
ORTHS

Tante  
Ernas 

letzter 
Tanz

ROMAN
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• The debut novel of a young author who has accurately captured the mood of her 
generation - intelligent, critical, young, provocative

• Clever, critical, fresh, cynical, and provocative – yet hugely accessible

320 pages
April 2022

LICHT  LICHT 
 BRICHT, 
 BEVOR ES 

STRAHLT

b ecc a  B r a u n

Roman

STRAHLTSTRAHLT

Becca Braun
Light Breaks Before 
It Shines

A story about close friendships and fi rst love, about letting 
go, and about the fact that life can hurt – but also feel good  

It had been 19-year-old Virginia’s dream to a� end college in Berlin, but indulging 
her mother – who is emo� onally codependent on her daughter – she decides 
to enroll at her local university instead. Fortunately, when she a� ends an 
unconven� onal and poli� cally ac� ve university group, she meets outsiders just like 
herself: Dilara, a devout Muslim and ac� vist; Benny, a pansexual YouTuber; and 
Russian-German Sascha, who has one aff air aft er another. All four of them struggle 
with their own challenges, and an unusual group dynamic develops that refl ects 
how essen� al friendship is in our day-to-day lives.

BECCA BRAUN is 25 and 
lives in Cologne. She studied 
German and Media Studies for 
her undergraduate degree and is 
currently comple� ng her master’s.
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Cleo leads a life full of gli� er and shine, swanning around Berlin, mee� ng up with 
her friends at the extravagant 'Roaring' club. But when she loses a bet, she soon 
fi nds herself on a holiday in Bri� any on taciturn Finn’s farm, where the alterna� ve 
lifestyle almost drives Cleo spare. That is, un� l she takes over the farm’s 
unsuccessful and uninspiring stall at the local market and breathes some life into 
it. Perhaps Finn is beginning to appreciate her presence aft erall…
While at the farm, Cleo discovers a newfound calm and serenity within herself. 
And as she begins to feel a new a� rac� on towards Finn, she begins to ques� on 
her old life.

When Cleo returns to Berlin, it is now too loud, too chao� c, too fast for her. But 
she can’t admit to herself that what she really longs for is the tranquillity of the 
farm – and, perhaps even more so, she longs for Finn. When she unexpectedly 
runs into him at the 'Roaring', she realizes that maybe it is possible, aft er all, to 
live in both worlds… 

384 pages
May 2022

Franziska Jebens

Die
Liebe
fliegt,
wohin
sie
will
Roman

Franziska Jebens
Love Strikes where 
It Pleases

Happiness is hiding among the hills of the countryside

• A totally romantic love story, set on a Breton farmstead
•  From hip Berlin to idyllic Bretagne
•  For lovers of Jojo Moyes

FRANZISKA JEBENS is an 
author and life coach. She studied 
journalism in Munich and lived in 
both Tokyo and New York. Today, 
though, she lives with her husband 
in a cosy old co� age in the middle 
of the woods, not a neighbour in 
sight.
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On a stormy night in 1913, on a small Swedish island, the talented young cook 
Anna-Greta Olsson jumps to her death and is promptly forgo� en. This changes, 
though, one hundred years later when unemployed and hapless chef Leif 
Söderberg is hired for the old hotel on the island. Strange things have been going 
on ever since the new owners bought the hotel, especially in the kitchen, and the 
business is on the verge of collapse.

That is un� l Leif works out that it is Anna-Greta’s ghost that has been wreaking 
havoc and decides to join forces with her. The historic hotel is saved – as, in the 
process, is Leif’s love of cooking and self-confi dence. While also Anna-Greta’s 
mysterious death is solved and, fi nally, her soul can fi nd the peace for which it has 
been longing.

352 pages
May 2022

Lars Simon
The Forgotten 
Flavour of Joy
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• Includes recipes for readers to recreate
• ‘Chocolat’ meets ‘Ghost’

Small islands and big dreams, ghosts and cooks

LARS SIMON was born in '68 
(which may explain a lot, but not 
everything); aft er his studies, he 
spent many long years working 
as marke� ng manager for an 
IT company before moving to 
Sweden, where he resided with 
his family as a ar� san in a wooden 
house for more than six years. He 
now lives in the Frankfurt area.

_

The Second-Hand 
Bookshop of Dreams

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

320 pages
First published in 2020

Rights sold: Taiwan
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The balance of power in the forest has shift ed in favour of the new immigrant 
meerkats Ray, Rufuset al.. But, as you can imagine, not everyone is happy about 
this, and anger spreads among the forest dwellers. “How about we come to a 
decision democra� cally,” suggests Rufus, which, as expected, doesn’t turn out 
to be as easy as it sounds. Even so, they elect fi eld hare Grete, who turns out to 
be the fi rst female president of the German forest – and for a moment, at least, 
it really does look like everything might turn out just fi ne.

But soon a sow from the nearby farm shows up with her mongrel piglet – half 
domes� cated, half wild boar – demanding to speak with Herrmann, the chief 
boar. And while tensions are s� ll high, three Siberian brown bears, cunning 
creatures and deadly killers, break through the thicket. To them democracy 
is meaningless, and they push the new, fl imsy social construct to its breaking 
point.

336 pages
June 2021

ROMAN

MORITZ  MATTHIES Moritz Matthies
Something Is Rotten 
in the Bushes
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The latest novel in the series about meerkats Ray and 
Rufus.

• Ray and Rufus’ second adventure in this SPIEGEL bestselling series
• Almost 600,000 novels and audio books sold
• Witty, laconic, and endearing 
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MORITZ MATTHIES is the 
pseudonym of two successful 
Berlin authors: Hans Rath and 
Edgar Rai. They have garnered 
much praise and a large fanbase 
with their bestselling series about 
the adventures of the lovable 
meerkats Ray and Rufus – 'Der 
Wald ruft ' ('The Forest Calls'), also 
published by dtv, is the fi rst in this 
series.

ROMAN

MORITZ MATTHIES

»Sie sind  
wieder da. Das 
Warten hat sich 

gelohnt: Hab mich   
 weggeschmissen.«

Christoph Maria  
Herbst _

The Forest Calls

IN THE SAME SERIES

336 pages
First published in 2021
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Liverpool, 1839. A murderer is on the loose, targe� ng local pros� tutes. The 
police are unwilling to act – the vic� ms are “just pros� tutes”, aft er all. Only 
Madeline Brown, mistress of the Earl of Wooverlough, seems to care and 
demands – in vain – an offi  cial inves� ga� on. It is only when Gerald Farwell, the 
Earl’s brother and parish priest, is violently killed that the police begin to make a 
move…  

Oxford, 2018. Since coming out, Zoe Farwell has no longer been welcome at her 
home, Wooverlough Court. And so, she is far from thrilled when she fi nds out 
that she is to write her disserta� on on her ancestor Gerald Farwell. But Zoe’s 
enchan� ng professor Charlo� e, whom she fell in love with at fi rst sight, manages 
to gain access to the Wooverlough library for Zoe – and what Zoe uncovers 
about Gerald in the archives makes her blood run cold.

384 pages
June 2022

FELICITY WHITMORE      

R O M A N

      Das 
 Geheimnis der
         verborgenen    ibliothekB

Felicity Whitmore
The Secret of the 
Hidden Library

• A new Whitmore with a large helping of lust and thrill

The library as the guardian of a dreadful secret

FELICITY WHITMORE
manages an independent theatre 
in Hagen along with her husband, 
where she works as a drama 
consultant, director and actress. 
Once a year, she travels to England 
to sa� sfy her passion for the 
Victorian era and old English 
country houses.
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Berlin, 1935. The fashion bou� que 'The Lichtenstein' is a hive of ac� vity. Clothing 
designer Hannes con� nues to create collec� ons that are neither ‘restrained’ 
nor ‘modest’, as demanded by the government; his wife, Hedi, has built up an 
adver� sing empire; Thea is in charge of tailoring; Ella is an admired fi lm star.

But four years later, Berlin’s fashion metropolis era is long gone and 'The 
Lichtenstein', like most of German society, has been aryanised. The owner’s 
family and its Jewish employees have been sca� ered to the four winds. Hedi and 
Hannes, also targeted by the Nazis, must pack their bags for London. They must 
make use of fi lm star Ella's far-reaching contacts to try to save Jacob Lichtenstein 
who has been deported to a labour camp.

512  pages
June 2022

M A R L E N E  AV E R B EC K

• For readers of Carmen Korn and fans of Downton Abbey

The Lichtenstein, stifl ed under the swastika

Marlene Averbeck
The Lichtenstein - 
Department Store of 
Illusions (vol. III)

480 pages
August 2020

Rights sold: Italy

IN THE SAME SERIES

The Lichtenstein
Department Store 
of Dreams 
(vol. I)

MARLENE AVERBECK studied 
German literature, in addi� on to 
theater/fi lm/television studies, in 
college. She works as a freelance 
author and a researcher for fi lm 
and television produc� ons. She 
lives with her family in Berlin.
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448 pages
August 2021

M A R L E N E  AV E R B EC K The Lichtenstein
Department Store 
of Hope 
(vol. II)
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Bavaria, 1911. Li� le Wally Geistbeck is born during the worst winter in living 
memory. Her childhood is a happy one, spent running around on her parents’ 
farm, their pride and joy. But at fi rst slowly, then faster and more drama� cally, the 
once successful farming dynasty begins to decline. It is decided that Wally should 
be married off , and so she is sent to fi nishing school in a convent to help her fi nd 
a suitable match. Yet without a dowry, all she can do is fi nd a job as a servant. For 
Wally, this means leaving her beloved home and her fi rst love, Ludwig. The big 
city wrings Wally dry, but she does not give up. 

464 pages
July 2022

A N T O N I A
B R A U E R

J A H R E  D E S
S Ä E N S

R o m a n

Antonia Brauer
The Geistbeck Farm 
Girls

• Warm-hearted, touching, and captivating – the fate of a farmer's 
daughter at the beginning of the 20th century

• Volume II in preparation

The sun will rise again tomorrow

Sowing Season

ANTONIA BRAUER is a 
pseudonymous Munich author. 
While she did not grow up in 
the countryside herself, her 
family originally comes from the 
Hallertau, and so she experienced 
a lot of rural life as a child. Much 
of the inspira� on for the heroine 
Wally stems from the author's 
grandmother. The author now 
lives with her family in Munich.
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Greta is the foster child of the vineyard owning Hellert family. Her mother died 
during childbirth; her father’s iden� ty is unknown. Greta, a pe� te girl of sixteen, 
rarely minds that she is never really regarded as part of the family. However, 
despite Greta’s outstanding grades, she is taken out of normal school and sent 
to a more voca� onal one, one where she can learn about winegrowing. Greta is 
of course angry and hurt at fi rst – that is, un� l she realises that she really loves it 
there, and that working on the vineyard is her passion. 

Four years go by and, one day, the Hellerts’ neighbours, the Freundbergs, are 
suddenly killed in a car crash. The Freundbergs are the richest vintners in the 
area and longstanding enemies of the Hellerts. And, in an earth-sha� ering turn 
of events, Greta is sent an invita� on to the reading of their will where she learns 
that, as the illegi� mate daughter of Fritz Freundberg, she is the sole heir to their 
estate. But the two condi� ons for this inheritance will be a shock to them all…

416 pages
May 2022

NORA 
ENGEL

DIE WINZERIN

ROMAN

gretas 
erbe 

Nora Engel
The Wine Merchant 
(vol. I)

From half-orphan to successful vintner 

• The fi rst novel in a trilogy that contains powerful descriptions of 
nature and fabulous insights into a vintner's life

Greta's Inheritance
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NORA ENGEL is a pseudonym 
– this novel was actually wri� en 
by two authors.

DANELA PIETREK studied 
French, theatre studies, and 
compara� ve literature, among 
other things, in Munich. During 
her studies she discovered her 
love of fi lm. Aft er long stays in 
California and Spain, she worked 
as a producer on various TV 
projects. She writes screenplays 
and has published three novels 
and a memoir. Today, Pietrek 
lives with her two daughters in 
Hamburg.

TANIA KRÄTSCHMAR is a 
na� ve Berliner and a trained 
bookseller. She studied German 
in the USA and worked as a 
literary scout in Manha� an. Since 
2009 she has made a name for 
herself as an author of a number 
of successful novels. She also 
works as a copywriter, translator, 
and reviewer. Krätschmar now 
lives with her son in Berlin.
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Berlin 1924: Newcomers are fl ocking to the city in droves to get rich quickly. This 
is also the case for the severely injured woman examined by police physician 
Magda. When the unknown woman unexpectedly dies, Magda blames herself. 
Was her diagnosis wrong? A friend iden� fi es the dead woman as a millionaire who 
had enjoyed life in wild Berlin to the fullest, with ladies and gentlemen from the 
highest echelons of society. 
When Magda tries to unearth the truth, she ends up at odds with powerful 
people. 

560 pages
March 2022

The Cement Is Just 
for the Weight, Dear 
(vol. III) 

HELENE SOMMERFELD is 
the pseudonym of a married 
couple. Their trilogy about Dr. 
Ricarda Thomasius has won the 
hearts of housands of readers, 
landing them at the very top of 
the SPIEGEL bestseller list. 
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• Love and hate, poverty and glamour, ups and downs: the third book 
about police doctor Magda Fuchs and her friends

• Helene Sommerfeld’s novels unfolds as a plethora of strong women 
struggle to fi nd their place in a world of extremes – Berlin in the Roaring 
Twenties

Is Magda chasing an obsession?

Helene Sommerfeld: Magda Fuchs, Police Doctor Series

H e l e n e 
S o m m e r f e l d

Das Leben, 
ein wilder Tanz

POLIZEIÄRZTIN
MAGDA 
F UC H S
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H e l e n e 
S o m m e r f e l d

Das Leben, 
ein ewiger Traum
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POLIZEIÄRZTIN
MAGDA 
F UC H S
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Those in the Shadows Vanish From Sight
(vol. I)

512 pages
March 2021

ENGLISH 
SAMPLE

TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE

Berlin 1922. Medical consultant to the police, Magda Fuchs is called to a horrifying crime scene: having 
been stabbed a young mother died at the side of her child. Magda and Inspector Kuno Mehring wonder 
if this seemingly pointless murder belongs to a series of brutal crimes against young women. All of 
the vic� ms were pros� tutes. Times are hard at the moment; the unimaginably swift  infl a� on is rapidly 
consuming the money required for daily needs.
Magda, too, needs work with which she can support herself, and so she decides to open her own prac� ce 
in Charlo� enburg. Newly married, she poses to herself as well as her pa� ents the one great ques� on: Is 
it possible these days to believe in a future with children? Her friends, medical student Celia and actress 
Doris also have to face their own challenges. And then suddenly things turn bi� erly serious...

560 pages
Oktober 2021

H e l e n e 
S o m m e r f e l d

Das Leben, 
ein großer Rausch
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POLIZEIÄRZTIN

MAGDA 
F UC H S

26
30

7

The Shark has Pretty Teeth, Dear
(vol. II) 

Strong women in hard times

City of splendor, city of misery

Aft er the dark years of World War I, the glamour and new-found radiance of the metropolis Berlin is 
a� rac� ng people from all over the world. Among them is Magda Fuchs, who hopes for a fresh start in 
life aft er losing both husband and child. However, working for the police as a medical consultant, she is 
confronted with the underbelly of the dazzling city. Every day she sees the bi� er fate of orphaned and 
starving children. When she realizes that these children are being sold into slavery as the police looks the 
other way, Magda decides to fi ght for those who have to live in the shadows.
The doctor courageously takes on this world of corrup� on and crime, reclaiming her own life in the 
process. She receives support form the most unexpected of people – the abrasive social worker, Ina 
Dietrich, as well as the rather erra� c but dedicated young police inspector, Kuno Mehring. 
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In the Adenauer era, the idea of the picture-perfect nuclear family prevails despite 
the disorderly condi� ons of the post-war years. The 'Miracle on the Rhine' and 
family policy are keeping everyone in their place – though narrator Rita would 
prefer things to move on. In any case, Rita’s opinion doesn’t really ma� er, she is 
only a child. And so, in this young German Federal Republic, the father remains the 
sole breadwinner while the mother cooks and looks aft er the children. 

Yet as the daughter of a young woman with big dreams and few opportuni� es, Rita 
gets to experience much more. Growing up, she witnesses the wave of divorces 
aft er the war, the wave of remarriages, the extended families, the nuclear families, 
families made up of friends, of single mothers. Brought up by two extraordinary 
women, Rita sees society slowly but surely develop and blossom.
The narrator, now in her seven� es, tells the story of her childhood and early 
adulthood, pain� ng an authen� c and unsen� mental picture of 50s and 60s 
Germany. 

320 pages
May 2021

AL S 

KENNEDY 

NACH 

FR ANKFURT

KAM
Roman

D Ö R T H E  B I N K E R T

Dörthe Binkert 
When JFK Came to 
Frankfurt
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• The coming of age of both a woman and a nation
• Previous 150,000-copy print run with dtv
• For fans of Joanna Trollope and Clare Chambers

It is 1949 and both the narrator and Germany’s 
democracy are still in their infancy. Twenty years later, 
in 1969, following much turmoil and unrest, both are put 
to the test. 

DÖRTHE BINKERT born in 
Wes� alia, studied German, Art 
History and Poli� cs in Frankfurt. 
Aft er working as chief editor for 
various German publishers she is 
now living as a free-lance author 
and agent in Zurich
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ROMY HAUSMANN born in 
1981, worked as a TV journalist 
before she wrote herself straight 
to the top of German suspense 
literature with her thriller debut 
Liebes Kind (Dear Child) in 2019. 
She has established herself as a 
successful writer of thrillers as well 
as of non-fi c� on � tles. Her books 
regularly climb the bestselling lists, 
are being turned into fi lms and 
series and have been translated 
into more than 25 languages. Romy 
Hausmann lives with her family near 
Stu� gart. 

Girls between the age of 7 and 10 have been disappearing for the past fourteen 
years. Ten girls in fourteen years. Red ribbons show the way to the bodies. For 
fourteen years, the culprit has been at large. One evening, the interna� onally 
renowned philosophy professor and anthropologist Walter Lesniak is arrested 
on the suspicion of murder in the presence of his daughter Ann. The focus of his 
scien� fi c research: the face of evil. The accusa� on: the murders of ten young 
girls. Lesniak’s daughter Ann is certain this is all some kind of mistake. And she 
will prove it. Yet, with the arrest of her father, she begins a journey into the 
unknown. …
This extraordinary and high-profi le psychological thriller from the 
interna� onally acclaimed author plays with the ques� on: Can good and evil 
exist side-by-side within a single person?

T H R I L L E R

Romy Hausmann
Perfect Day

The power of imagination can be comforting. Or deadly.

Rights sold pre-publication: 
English World Rights, Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece, 

Italy, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Norway

ENGLISH 
SAMPLE

TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE

416 pages
January 2022
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• The latest thriller by SPIEGEL bestselling author Romy Hausmann
• Perfect Day is skillfully playing with the concepts of good and evil and with the 

horrors which might lie in the allegedly familiar
• A page-turner that takes the reader on a journey towards the truth – and, at the 

same time, towards the worst nightmare imaginable for a daughter

Watch out: 
Romy Hausmann is also on our Non-Fic� on list. Please refer to the last 

page of our Foreign Rights Guide Non-Fic� on Spring 2022
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ROMY HAUSMANN

T H R I L L E R

Romy Hausmann
Sleepless

A murder has occurred, and it must be undone. This leaves only one possibility. The murder has to happen 
again, and the real culprit has to provide the police with a diff erent course of events – as well as a plausible 
culprit. And he fi nds one in the mentally unstable young woman who works as an assistant at a law fi rm. 
Her past alone makes her the perfect vic� m – or rather, the perfect murderer.

The young woman already has a guilty past. She was prac� cally s� ll a child, when a crime took place that 
never should have occurred. She did her penance, but as an adult, she seems to be working through her 
guilt via a kind of non-existence. Instead of actually living, she observes the lives of others. However, she 
refuses to accept any more guilt than she already feels. So when she sees through the actual murderer’s 
plot, she decides to turn the tables.

A deeply disturbing book about guilt, retribu� on, and the ques� on of whether a perpetrator can ever be 
truly free again...

• After the phenomenal success of her debut novel Dear Child, another psychothriller from 
the SPIEGEL bestselling author Romy Hausmann

• Highly emotional, top-class psychological thriller
• Film rights sold

Her past makes her the perfect victim. And the perfect murderer...

Rights sold: English World Rights, 
Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece, 
Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, 
Sweden, Turkey

COMPLETE
ENGLISH 

TEXT
AVAILABLE

'Hausmann’s novel has the feel of a 
nightmare, unfolding at breakneck 
speed and exposing the terrifying 
vulnerability of a woman who wants 
nothing more than to be loved.'
Sunday Times on Dear Child

416 pages
April 2020
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432 pages
February 2019

A windowless shack in the woods. Lena’s life and that of her two children follow the rules set by the 
father: Meals, bathroom visits, study � me are strictly scheduled and me� culously observed. Oxygen 
comes from a “circula� on machine”, food is provided by the father only. He protects his family from the 
dangers lurking “out there” and makes sure that his children, conceived and born in cap� vity, will always 
have a mother to look aft er them. One day Lena manages to fl ee – but the nightmare con� nues. It seems 
as if her tormentor wants to get back what belongs to him. And then there is the ques� on whether she 
really is the woman called 'Lena', who disappeared without a trace 14 years ago. 

T H R I L L E R

ROMY HAUSMANN

_

Romy Hausmann
Dear Child

Rights sold into 25 languages: English World Rights, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Finnland, France, Greece, Italy, Hungary, Japan, Korea, 

Lithuania, Norway, North Macedonia, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Russia, 
Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, Turkey

Engl ish  Edit ion: Dutch Edit ion: Hungar ian Edit ion: 

And he called the light Day and the darkness he called Night. Just like God.

• National Bestseller: 340,000 copies sold
• Netfl ix series in preparation

COMPLETE
ENGLISH 

TEXT
AVAILABLE
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Clara and Jakob Lipmann’s life is picture-perfect: a dream wedding, a house in 
the leafy suburbs of Munich, and a baby on the way. Jakob earns good money 
as a manager, Clara stays at home with li� le Marie – gladly, despite some minor 
struggles with motherhood. But the family’s happy bubble is burst suddenly 
when fi ve-year-old Marie disappears without a trace. The police assume she was 
kidnapped; indeed, this seems to be the most likely op� on given that Marie’s 
nanny Melina has also disappeared. Yet no leads are found in the two month-long 
inves� ga� on, and things are not looking good. That is un� l Kim Lansky, who used 
to work in cybercrime, joins the team. 

Lansky follows Melina’s tracks, who sadly will not be found alive. And instead of 
answers, more and more ques� ons emerge: What are the parents hiding? What 
does this case have to do with another abduc� on in the nine� es? And, most of all, 
why do so many children keep disappearing in Munich?

464 pages
May 2022

THRILLER

»Ein echter Thriller, auf den Punkt erzählt, 
hochspannend bis zum Ende.« 

ARNO STROBEL

Henry Faber 
Cold Heart

• Henri Faber’s second thriller, gripping and sophisticated
• Fast-paced, breathless, unpredictable

“That's not my mum.”

HENRI FABER, born in 1986, 
was born and raised in Lower 
Austria. He studied journalism 
and communica� on, and currently 
lives as an author and copywriter 
in Hamburg. 'Ausweglos' ('No 
Way Out') is his debut as a thriller 
writer.
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»Ein Thriller, 
der genau das 
ist: originell, 

anders, schlau, 
ein Rumms.«

Romy Hausmann

No Way Out

432 pages
November 2020

Rights sold: Russia
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While on deten� on leave, bank robber and murderer Mar� n Wolf, who is serving 
a life sentence, takes a pistol,  shoots two prison offi  cers and escapes. Katja 
Sand is put in charge of the ‘SoKo Wolf’ case, yet she fi nds herself paralysed as 
her past catches up with her. Back then, Katja had let herself be exchanged as a 
hostage, hoping in vain for relief from her colleagues. In the end, Katja was forced 
to overcome her tormentor by shoo� ng him in the leg – and today she must face 
the consequences of le�  ng the brutal man live. Katja knows that Wolf is seeking 
revenge. And she is not mistaken…

400 pages
August 2022

Christoph Wortberg
Trauma – No Mercy

CHRISTOPH WORTBERG, 

born in 1963, worked ini� ally as 
an actor and audiobook narrator 
aft er comple� ng his degrees in 
philosophy, German studies, and 
history. For many years, he has 
been a successful screenplay 
author, as well as a writer of 
young-adult fi c� on.
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• The trauma of both the perpetrator and the investigator is at the heart of this 
breathtaking thriller trilogy

• Finale of the 'Trauma' trilogy: Katja Sand's current case leads her to the origin of her 
trauma – and she is fi nally able to overcome it

• For readers of Simon Beckett and Michael Robotham.

Trauma - No Escape 
(vol. I)

IN THE SAME SERIES

368 pages
February 2021

Seventeen years ago. A hostage situation. A barn in the 
forest. The truth has fi nally caught up with Katja Sand.

Trauma - No 
Forgetting (vol. II)

384 pages
August 2021

T H R I L L E R

CHRISTOPH 
WORTBERG

(vol. III)
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It is summer on Spitsbergen, one of the northernmost islands on the globe. Aft er 
solving a famous murder case in the preceding winter, ex-inspector Trond Lie 
decides to stay on the island. And when a master chef mysteriously disappears, 
Trond’s help is needed once more. Together with dog sled guide Frida, he delves 
into the inves� ga� on. 

The case takes a morbid turn when the duo stumble across a dead body, tucked 
away in the freezer of the only hotel in Pyramiden, the now-abandoned Soviet 
mining town. Trond and Frida are soon drawn into a complex, dangerous case – 
and they will not rest un� l it is solved.

288 pages
May 2022

Hanne H. Kvandal
Deadly Summer

HANNE H. KVANDAL is the 
pseudonym of German broadcast 
journalist and author Hannah 
Hippe. As Hannah O’Brien, she 
wrote the successful series about 
Irish detec� ve Grace O’Malley. 
Most recently, under her own 
name, she published through dtv 
the novel 'Die verlorene Tochter' 
('The lost daughter'), which 
served as the basis for the Oscar-
nominated German-Norwegian 
fi lm 'Zwei Leben' ('Two Lives' 
2012). The author lives in Cologne 
and along the Moselle River.
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• For readers of Viveca Sten and Anna Ihrén
• An exciting new case in an exciting new setting – the permanent daylight of the 

Arctic summer

An ice-cold murder in the Arctic summer

A Spitsbergen Mystery 
(vol. II)

Deadly Latitude (vol. I)

IN THE SAME SERIES

320 pages
October 2021
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Following the fall of the Berlin Wall, the GDR is plunged not only into the frenzy 
and excitement of libera� on, but also into great uncertainty. When young East 
German police offi  cer Tobias Falck begins work in the newly founded Criminal 
Inves� ga� on Unit of Dresden, he faces the challenges that this new, complicated, 
unifi ed life has brought on a daily basis. The unit now has to deal with countless 
reports of blackmail, kidnapping, pros� tu� on, cigare� e smuggling, organised 
crime, and even neo-Nazi ac� vi� es.

In addi� on, Tobias’s new colleague Chief Inspector Suderberg, from the West-
German city of  Frankfurt, brings with her not only a breath of fresh air, but also 
a whole load of Western prejudices – and a dangerous secret. And when a brutal 
murder takes place in a brothel, a lead pulls the team back to old GDR � mes... 
And, to their surprise, also back to Chief Inspector Suderberg.

368 pages
February 2022

Frank Goldammer
In the Shadow of the 
Berlin Wall

• Over 280,000 copies of Frank Goldammer’s books sold with dtv

FRANK GOLDAMMER was 
born in Dresden in 1975. A painter 
and varnisher by trade, he began 
wri� ng in his early twen� es, self-
publishing his fi rst novels. For dtv 
he has wri� en several successful 
historical crime thrillers set in 
Dresden and its surroundings. A 
single parent, he lives with his twin 
children in Dresden.
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BEST
SELLING

AUTHOR

Autumn 1989, Dresden

FRANK 
GOLDAMMER

K R I M I N A L R O M A N

KRIMINAL
DAUERDIENST:

TEAM OST-WEST

SCHATTEN
IM

WENDEDER

East-West crime

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

The Air Raid 
Killer (vol. I)

336 pages
September 2016

_
premium

Detective Inspector Max Heller Series (vol. I - VII)

Rights sold: 
English language, Arabic 
language, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Greece, Hungary, 
Italy, The Netherlands, Serbia 
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Life in the re� rement home is boring. Helmut could have predicted this, but his 
wife Margot has decided that in her old age, what she needs more than anything 
is three regular meals, a laundry service, and a gym. She listens pa� ently to his 
objec� ons that a prison would off er the same luxuries, but her mind is made up. 
And now, just like that, Helmut’s life revolves around sharing beers with Gerhard, 
trying to contact various dead pets in séances, and helping Hannelore organise her 
funeral.

That is, un� l the girl from the kitchen, Selma, is found dead with a meat fork up her 
nose. Some life has fi nally and paradoxically been breathed into the house by this 
crime – and Helmut couldn’t be happier.

320 pages
June 2022

Julia Bruns
Boredom Dies Last
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A Retirement Home 
Mystery 

JULIA BRUNS was born in 
Thuringia in 1975, and she studied 
poli� cal science, sociology and 
psychology at the University of 
Jena. Among other things, she 
was a speech writer for former 
Thuringian Minister President 
Dieter Althaus. Since 2011, she 
has worked as a freelance author / 
ghostwriter and as a PR advisor.

Do not resuscitate – a cosy retirement home mystery

• Darkly funny – and a little bit mean, in the best sense! 
• For readers of Richard Osman and Robert Thorogood 
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Theophil Kornmeier is a strange man. He is eccentric, � ght-lipped, and struggling 
with a trauma� c childhood that he is yet to overcome – indeed, when he was 
s� ll a child, his li� le brother fell off  a mountain while hiking in the Alps. And 
Kornmeier never got over this tragedy. So he decides that it is high � me to 
face his past. But where does one even begin? To Kornmeier, at least, it seems 
obvious: he needs to hike across the Alps himself. 

Given his lack of experience, he decides to join a hiking group. He comes to 
regret this decision, though, when he is introduced to the motley crew that is 
to be his team – an overambi� ous pensioner, a seduc� ve Alpine Lolita, and an 
underambi� ous guide – who all push Kornmeier to the end of his tether. To make 
ma� ers worse, there is a murderer on the loose, creeping unscrupulously along 
lonely, stony paths and around the cosy mountain huts...

272 pages
April 2022

Anne Bandel
The Higher You Are, 
The Further You Fall

• Wintry cosy mystery, against a beautiful Alpine backdrop
• A highly comic hike of terror through the Alps
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For God's sake, enough of this hiking!

21
99

2

ANNE BANDEL has been 
working as a den� st for twenty-
two years, and as a jazz and 
chanson singer for ten. Yet her 
heart always has and always will 
beat for the Alps – and for her 
stubborn protagonist Theophil 
Kornmeier. 'Von oben fällt man 
ti efer' (‘The Higher You Are, The 
Further You Fall’) is her fi rst novel.

A travelling detective 
story
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Vikki is a well-known trans woman in her mid-40s. She lives in Munich and has 
lots of unconven� onal friends: 16-year-old Kathi from the fl at below; her ex-
boyfriend Wolf - who she is on good terms with s� ll - and an ageing motorbike 
rocker. She is happy with her life. Un� l one morning, that is, when she receives 
a call from Wolf telling her that Toni, the man who has been sending her 
death threats for over 14 years, has escaped from prison. Vikki needs to get to 
somewhere safe – and fast. But where would that be? It seems that the only 
place to go is back home, to Upper Overbord. But Vikki must get to the bo� om of 
why Toni is so convinced that she betrayed him to the police in the fi rst place…
And because the police aren’t to be trusted, Vikki, Wolf, and his biker friends 
decide to get to the bo� om of this for themselves. 

352 pages
March 2022

KR IM I

Gloria Gray
Back to Upper 
Overboard 

Clear the stage for the great Vikki Victoria – undercover 
against her will and alter ego of trans author Gloria Gray.
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• Hilarious, clever, warm-hearted, and unique – a new voice in provincial crime fi ction
• A must for all fans of Rita Falk and her bestselling Eberhofer-crime novels 
• In preparation: Best Regard from St. Strangewyrd

GLORIA GRAY born in 1965 
in the Bavarian forest, was born 
male and has since transi� oned. 
Aft er 27 years in Munich, she 
returned to the province in 
2006. She is an actress, singer, 
author, entrepreneur, model, 
and entertainer. 'Zurück nach 
Übertreiblingen' (‘Back to Upper 
Overbord') is her debut novel.

Vikki Victoria's fi rst 
incident
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      reh-
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RITA FALK, was born in 1964 in 
Bavaria and s� ll lives there. With 
her rural mysteries centered on 
village constable Franz Eberhofer 
and her novels 'Hannes' and 
'Funkenfl ieger' ('Flying Sparks')
she has wri� en her way into the 
hearts of her readers – including 
those far beyond Bavaria’s 
borders. The fi lms based on her 
Franz Eberhofer series also enjoy 
huge popularity.
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Rita Falk: Eberhofer Series

Ein Provinzkrimi

_
premium
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Ein Provinzkrimi

Rights sold:
Estonia, France, 
Hungary, Latvia, 
Turkey

Film rights of the 
whole series sold!

(vol. VII)

(vol. VI)

(vol. I) (vol. II) (vol. III)

(vol. IV) (vol. V)

(vol. VIII) (vol. IX)

(vol. X) (vol. XI)

c. 240 pages / each � tle
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DTV PREVIEW AUTUMN 2022

Tom Monderath is newly in love. He is having the happiest � me of his life with Jenny and her li� le baby 
boy, Carl. That is un� l he by accident comes across Henk, his elder half-brother, who wants to know 
everything about their mutual father. However, Konrad died a long � me ago, and Tom’s mother Greta is 
suff ering from demen� a. When more and more half-siblings come forward, it is ge�  ng too much for Tom. 
Jenny and Henk are not daunted, though, and are following the traces of Konrad’s life, thereby unearthing 
a terrible secret. A shadow from the Third Reich that has been looming over Tom‘s family ever since... 

608 pages
June 2022

Susanne Abel
What I Never Said

250 pages
October 2022

Martin Mosebach
Dove and Mallard

A blazing novel about art, love and treason

As always, the De Kesel family spends their summer vaca� on in southern France. The heat makes everyone 
sluggish, the cicadas are serenading in the cypresses, and every morning the lady of the house, negligently 
dressed in her night-gown, crosses the grounds on her way to the gatehouse, already expected by the 
steward. Her husband is distracted by a fateful aff air of his own. But then a marital row is ignited by a 
pain� ng called “Dove and Mallard”, a s� ll-life from the 19th century. Why is there a vermillion spot right 
in the centre of the pain� ng? This would make it a modern masterpiece, wouldn’t it? However, the wife 
wants to sell the pain� ng and thus the tension between the spouses is growing. 

The sequel to the SPIEGEL Bestseller, Stay away 
from Gretchen

 W A S  I C H  W A S  I C H 
N I E  G E S A G T      N I E  G E S A G T      
        H A B E        H A B E

  G R E T C H E N S    G R E T C H E N S  
S C H I C K S A L SS C H I C K S A L S
 F A M I L I E F A M I L I E

  dtv preview  +  dtv preview   +  dtv preview   +  dtv preview   + 

• A novel spanning the decades, encompassing loss, love, second chances and family secrets

NO COVER 
AVAILABLE

YET

• Martin Mosebach, a painter with words, depicts human failings like no other 


